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Presentation Notes
Founded in 1991, by Jack Goodman and Wes Halverson,Austin Youth River Watch was formed to address:the rising juvenile crime rate and the rising dropout rate here in Central Texas
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We were also formed to train the next generation of environmental stewards.Part of that includes addressing what some call the “nature deficit disorder.”Youth are not going outside regularly anymore. They are less active, have shorter attention spans, and more anxiety issues.They aren’t appreciating nature or learning about it beyond the classroom, in textbooks, and on computer or mobile device screens. Many of them have more or less become fearful of nature. With all of this happening, how can we possibly expect to have a future generation of environmental stewards? Also, at this point in time during our creation, good youth outdoor programming was traditionally for families that can access and afford it.Quality educational outdoor and STEM programs didn’t reach out to everyone, particularly those in underserved communities.
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By 1992, Austin Youth River Watch’s program was established. We decided to address all these issues through a unique approach. We began to serve primarily “at-risk” high school students with by combining:Water Quality Monitoring andHolistic youth developmentWith an outdoor environmental education program During “out-of-school times,” so AfterschoolSummers, and Even some weekends and holidays! Dani Apodaca, now at LCRA, was our very first program director back in the day! His creativity and energy were essential in creating and building our unique approach. Brent Lyles became the org’s very first ED in 2010.Here are several of our River Watchers out testing the Colorado River at Hornsby Bend, near our home base of operations. 



10 Schools
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River Watch serves about 120 students from 10 public high schools each year, and we prioritize serving students who are defined as “at-risk” by the school district.Our demographics vary from year to year, but in general,85% are eligible for free or reduced lunchIn terms of ethnicity65% are Latino25% African AmericanOn gender, roughly55% female45% maleWe are most definitely diversifying environmental and STEM fields with our program, and giving a chance to folks who have traditionally not been included in such fields.We provide modest stipends for water quality monitoring and service work. For the kids we work with, this means they will choose to participate in our program with their out-of-school time, where they will learn something, as opposed to getting a job at Whataburger so that they can help support their family.9 in Austin ISD:AkinsAustinCrockettEastside MemorialLanierLBJMcCallumReaganTravisAnd our new expansion to Manor ISD, Manor High School. We started working with Manor students in January, and this added about 10 more students to our roster.



Transportation
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One of the keys to having an effective program for underserved youth is transportation.During the academic year, we pick up our students from their high school afterschool, bring them to outdoor programming sites to test water or work on a service project, then to our EcoHouse (which is like a clubhouse for them) out at Hornsby Bend where they have good food and access to computers with internet. The eco clubhouse is like a second home for they. Because they are teenagers, they eat and socialize. Some study or do their homework, and sometimes additional programming is provided—financial management workshops, or guest speakers from various STEM and environmental fields.Finally around 7:30ish, we take them all safely to their homes. We do the same during our summer program, but it is during the day instead of afterschool. 
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We have 27 different water-quality monitoring sites all over the Austin area, and we typically visit 2 or 3 each program day.This is an older map that needs several more dots on it, but just to give you an idea of our range, and how much time my program staff spends with our youth in a van:Red – High Schools Blue – Water Quality Sites Green – Service Project Sites (We’ll get to this part later.)Not pictured on this map, are the many areas where our 120ish students per year live.
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In 2014, we began implementing a new aspect to our program.As we’re out there collecting data about our water, our students kept asking us, particularly when we were out there and saw things that weren’t so great, if they could do more—if they could do something to improve what’s going on. There was a desire to be active contributors to making a difference, not just be passive data collectors.Here, River Watchers are with a park ranger from Texas Parks and Wildlife at McKinney Falls State Park along Onion Creek (which has experienced a lot of flooding in recent years) digging up and replanting native Eastern Gamagrass along the creek bank. Eastern Gamagrass has a deep root system that will allow Onion Creek to retain and absorb more water.
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With our service projects, our youth are actively engaged with community partners and involved in improving an environmental situation, particularly in terms of riparian ecology. Our youth have become local environmental problem solvers.In some of the projects they are taking up, they are being introduced to and applying elementary environmental engineering concepts.River Watchers have also been involved in service projects to Stabilize creek banksBuild rain gardensThe Zavala Elementary School Rian Garden build is pictured here. RW participated in this project with several professional (Geosyntec, BGE, Halff) and UT student engineers, folks at Watershed Protection, along with many community volunteers.
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Other projects involve:Invasive species removalCreek clean-upsTrail maintenanceThey also get to meet, work with, and hear different career paths from folks like park rangers, environmental engineers, landscape architects, and other outdoor professionals. Here, Manor RW have just cleared brush on over 500 feet of trails for a new trail system at the Pruitt Tract near East Metro Park in Manor, and prescribed burning boundaries for controlled wildfires. They learned about controlled wildfires from Gil Gilman from Travis County Parks.Since we began in 2014, a total of 27 distinct service projects to-date have been performed all over the Austin area!And there’s more to come. One of the more exciting things we’re taking on is working City of Austin Watershed Protection on investigating priority sites with high E. coli levels to try to pinpoint the potential sources this pollution, or at least the spatial distribution and range of these high levels of E. coli. 
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AYRW has always felt that its youth development focus was just as important as the environmental impact we produce.As a part of that focus, we took on a new youth leadership piece to our program this year.Pictured here is the inaugural group of RW Ambassadors, which uses something similar to a student-government type of model.They were elected by their fellow River Watchers to represent student voices on various community and programming initiatives. Here they are at their very first meeting last Friday, where they determined their goals as a new student group, and discussed plans for their first River Watch outreach project this fall. 
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Here are some photos of our program staff with just a few of our graduating students this year.We have maintained a nearly 100% high school graduation rate in the past 24 years.We spend a lot of time with our youth, and we are there the day they graduate!This means that during that week of AISD graduations, sometimes we are there at the Irwin Center all day long 
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Through our program, we are cultivating a diverse group of future environmental stewards.This is a photo of just a few, but not all, of our seniors who graduated this past May. Nearly 40% express interest in STEM, outdoor, and environmental fields after graduation. Among the things these graduating students reported that they planned to do after graduating include:study civil engineering, chemistry, kinesiology, and nursingattend Austin Community College and work part-time before going off to other placesone of them planned to join the militaryone of them was trying to decide between 4 colleges they were accepted to



Thank you!
MELINDA CHOW

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
MELINDA@RIVERWATCHERS.ORG
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